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Key Points
•

In November 2012, voters in Washington and Colorado passed ballot initiatives that
establish legally regulated markets for the production, sale, use and taxation of cannabis
- the first time anywhere in the world that recreational use of the drug will be legally
regulated.

•

The construction of legally regulated cannabis markets in these US states must be viewed
as part of a long running process of ‘softening’ the official zero-tolerance approach.

•

Support for legalising cannabis has been growing in the US for some time and it is highest
in states that have medical marijuana laws, but not decriminalisation. This suggests that
voters recognize the benefits of regulation over the relaxation of laws.

•

The regulatory regimes being pursued in Washington and Colorado differ in a number of
respects. It will be important to see how these differences affect the operation of their
respective markets.

•

The votes put these US states in contravention of US federal law and, beyond US borders,
they generate considerable tension between the federal government and the international
drug control system.

•

These developments also impact on the ongoing policy shifts within Latin America –
including Uruguay - and the emerging tensions around cannabis within the UN system.

•

It is vital that the operation of the legally regulated markets in Washington and Colorado
is closely monitored and that, where necessary, structures are adjusted in response to any
emerging issues.

•

Other states in the US and countries across the world will be observing the regulatory
frameworks introduced in Washington and Colorado in order to see how effective they are
in reducing the harms associated with the illicit cannabis market.
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INTRODUCTION
In November 2012, voters in two US states –
Washington and Colorado – approved ballot
initiatives to establish legally regulated
markets for the production, sale, use and
taxation of cannabis (commonly referred to in
the US as marijuana). This is the first time
anywhere in the world that the recreational use
of the drug will be legally regulated – the wellknown coffee shop system in the Netherlands
is merely tolerated rather than enshrined
in law.1 Needless to say, with implications
both within and beyond US borders, the drug
policy community is watching Colorado and
Washington closely. The votes not only put
these US states in contravention of US federal
law,2 but also generate considerable tension
between the federal government and the 1961
United Nations Single Convention on Narcotic
Drugs, the bedrock of the international drug
control regime that the US has so worked so
hard to construct and sustain.3 The federal
government was slow to respond to this news.
In December 2012, President Obama told ABC
News that the government had ‘bigger fish to
fry’ and that ‘It would not make sense for us
to see a top priority as going after recreational
users in states that have determined that it’s
legal’.4 In March 2013, US Attorney General,
Eric Holder, told the US Senate that the
Justice Department would respond ‘relatively
soon’ to the votes. Six months later, no
announcement had been made. This was
perhaps no surprise.
Beyond the Obama
administration’s calculations concerning the
political situation in states where votes for
marijuana legalisation exceeded the votes
he polled in the presidential election,5 the
Department of Justice had to thoroughly
consider the relationship between the states
and the federal government, including in
relation to the 1970 Controlled Substances
Act establishing the federal prohibition of
drugs, and Washington D.C.’s commitments
under international law. Finally, on August
29, 2013, the Department of Justice issued a
memorandum6 to federal prosecutors and law
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enforcement in light of the state initiatives
which set out eight enforcement priorities
whilst still reiterating the commitment to
maintaining federal laws prohibiting marijuana
(see Box 3).
While the memorandum sheds much light
on the federal government’s likely course
going forward, the issue is far from resolved.
Regardless, these ground-breaking votes have
certainly changed the drug policy landscape;
most likely irrevocably. At the international
level, increasingly intense discussion of and
legislative shifts towards drug policy reform in
Latin America are taking place with an eye on
events to the north, including how they relate
to the UN drug control treaties. And within the
US itself, a number of other states are looking
to alter their legal approaches to cannabis and
to adopt their own regulative systems. In 2013,
eleven US states proposed legislative bills (as
opposed to ballot initiatives) to regulate and
tax marijuana. Whilst many of these have
stalled in the short term, cannabis legalisation
is firmly on the policy agenda.
Beginning with an historical overview
within which to locate recent policy shifts
in Washington and Colorado, this brief
summarises the details of the planned
regulative frameworks for recreational
cannabis within these states and highlights
both similarities and differences in approach.
It also outlines the status and details of
similar reformist endeavours that have taken
place in other US states during 2013. As will
be discussed, while many of these appear to
have stalled for the time being, they have not
only increased the pressure on the US federal
government to seek some form of resolution
to the state-federal conflict brought about
by the implementation of legally regulated
cannabis markets, but are also a reflection of
a shift in public attitudes towards recreational
use of the drug. Additionally, mindful of the
implications of the votes beyond US borders,
the brief addresses the inter-related impacts
upon the increasingly energetic debates and

ongoing policy shifts within Latin America and
the emerging tensions around cannabis within
the UN based international drug control system.

THE ROAD TO REGULATED CANNABIS
MARKETS: INCREMENTAL AND LAYERED
POLICY CHANGE
Recent events in Washington and Colorado have
not taken place within a vacuum and should
be seen as part of an ongoing, if not always
smooth, process dating back over 40 years.
Closely resembling the Single Convention,
the Controlled Substances Act (CSA), passed
under the administration of President Nixon,
placed cannabis in the same schedule as
heroin and duly prohibited the recreational
use of the drug nationwide. This approach,
however, was soon challenged by the findings
of the so-called Shafer Commission.7 This
was appointed by Nixon to analyse policy in
light of increasing levels of cannabis use, a
pattern that was increasingly common across
a range of western countries at that time.
The Commission reported its findings in 1972
and, much to the President’s displeasure,
recommended an end to marijuana prohibition,
arguing that ‘the criminal law is too harsh
a tool to apply to personal possession even
in an effort to discourage use’8 and that a
‘coherent social policy requires a fundamental
alteration of social attitudes toward drug use,
and a willingness to embark on new courses
when previous actions have failed’.9 Although
the Nixon administration ignored them, the
Report’s findings encouraged a significant
number of state governments to review their
approach and move away from a zero-tolerance
position on recreational cannabis use. In 1972
California was the first state to hold a ballot
initiative on marijuana legalisation though it
failed by 66–33.10 Soon after, Oregon became
the first state to decriminalise personal
possession in 1973, with California following
two years later.11 Also in 1975 the Alaskan
Supreme Court went further and ruled that

possession and use of up to one ounce, in one’s
own home, should be treated neither as a
civil nor criminal offence.12 Indeed, between
1973 and 1978 eleven US states, including
Colorado in 1975, shifted towards a more
tolerant approach to recreational cannabis
use by removing jail time for possession of
small amounts of marijuana either through
decriminalising13 or depenalising14 possession.
In 1986, at the peak of the President Reagan’s
‘war on drugs’, Oregon held a ballot initiative
to legalise marijuana. Like California’s
Proposition 215 in 1972, it also failed, this time
by 74–26.15 Although a few states raised their
penalties during the Reagan Administration,
the trend at state level since then has been
to soften the punitive approach towards
recreational use (see Fig 1. for map showing
the differences in cannabis policy across the
US). As recently as March 2013 four states –
Hawaii, Maryland, New Hampshire and New
Jersey — have voted to make the possession
of small amounts of cannabis a non-criminal
violation, meaning that there is no threat of
arrest or a criminal record.16
In the mid-1990s another shift in approach
to the drug emerged at the state level with
the establishment of medical marijuana
programmes. In many ways the result of civil
society advocacy,17 California was the first state
to pass a medical marijuana bill in 1996. The
state’s Compassionate Use Act established an
exemption for the medical use of marijuana
despite the CSA providing that marijuana had
‘no currently accepted medical use’.18 Over the
years other states have followed suit and there
are now twenty one jurisdictions, including
the District of Columbia, that allow medical
marijuana use (MMU) despite its continuing
federal prohibition (see Fig. 1).19 Washington
State became an MMU state in 1998 and Colorado
in 2000. New Hampshire, Illinois and New York
all considered bills regarding medical marijuana
in the first half of 2013.20 The New York bill
has currently stalled as the New York Senate
adjourned in June without passing the bill.21
However, on 25th July New Hampshire’s governor
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Figure 1: Map of marijuana laws in the United States as of August 2013

approved a medical marijuana bill22 and on 1st
August 2013 the governor of Illinois signed a MMU
bill into law.23 While the state medical marijuana
laws generate tension with US federal law, the

In terms of bills within state legislatures,
recent efforts date back to 2009 and 2010.
Then Californian Assemblyman Tom Ammiano
sponsored two bills to regulate cannabis in the

federal government has by and large chosen not
to challenge them — a crucial issue that will be
discussed in more detail below.

state: AB390 and AB2254 respectively.26 These
would have given responsibility for regulation
to the Department of Alcoholic Beverage
Control (ABC) and imposed a tax of $50 per
ounce excise tax, as well as sales tax, to be
paid at point of purchase.27 Though neither of
the bills even got as far as being sent to the
floor for a vote, AB390 was the first cannabis
legalisation bill to get a committee vote in the
state legislature.28

PREVIOUS ATTEMPTS TO CREATE LEGALLY
REGULATED MARKETS
Although the policy shifts in Washington and
Colorado must be seen within the context
of both a softening in approach towards
recreational cannabis use (via decriminalisation
and depenalisation) and MMU, it is also
important to recognise the significance of
recent previous attempts to develop regulated
cannabis markets. These have taken the form
of both bills within state legislatures and direct
democracy through ballot initiatives. While a
bill originates in the legislature, an initiative
is different in that a new law or constitutional
amendment is proposed and voted on by the
electorate having been added to the ballot
through a petition process.24 As with other
areas of public policy these earlier efforts
to create regulated cannabis markets, like
their successful successors, emerged from a
‘stakeholder-driven political process’: a process
that, as Jonathan Caulkins and colleagues point
out, is ‘often adversarial and never pretty’.25
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Attempts to create regulated markets via
ballot initiatives go back further. In 2004
Alaska was the first state to vote on regulating
recreational use — the vote was lost 56–4429 —
and a similar policy was rejected by the voters
in Nevada (56–4430 against) in 2006. Colorado
also held a vote on cannabis in 2006 — it failed
by 58–41 — though it only aimed to make
possession of up to one ounce legal rather than
addressing production and supply issues.31
In the ‘Golden State’, Proposition 19 (also
known as the Regulate, Control and Tax
Cannabis Act) would have allowed an adult over
the age of 21 to possess up to one ounce (28.5g)
of marijuana, cultivate limited amounts within
a private space and designate cities or counties
as the authority in charge of regulating and
taxing the commercial market.32 Considered

to be a far narrower proposal than Ammiano’s
bills,33 the 2010 Proposition 19 would have also
instituted taxation at the local level rather than
at the state level, a situation that some have
argued would have meant that the cheapest
tax jurisdiction would have become the main
market supplier.34 The local tax regime also
became a major point of attack by opponents
of the initiative during the campaign35 and
Proposition 19 failed to pass by 53.5–46.5.
Interestingly however, despite failing to secure
enough votes, a post-election poll revealed
that 50% of voters believed marijuana should
be legal, but voted ‘no’ to the Proposition due
to issues with the specifics of the regulations.36
Illustrating the complexities of stakeholder
relationships within the state, the three
counties that grew the majority of marijuana for

independent. 43 It allowed for a seven-member
board, five members of which were to be growers
and processors. The OCC would have been
responsible for issuing licenses and establishing
the regulations for the industry, but it would also
have been charged with promoting the product
in ‘all legal national and international markets’.44
Not only was the messaging regarding its goals
and potential consequences problematic, but
M-80 also failed to gain as much financial support
as the initiatives in Washington and Colorado,
with big-name backers holding off with funding
so that much of the money came from the
measure’s sponsor, Paul Stanford.45 Stanford,
a medical marijuana entrepreneur who owns a
series of clinics in Oregon, Hawaii and Michigan
that puts patients in touch with doctors who
are willing to give recommendations46, has

MMU in California all voted resoundingly against
Proposition 1937 and it has been argued that the
interests of MMU growers in maintaining market
privilege did much to generate opposition to
the proposals.38 The fact that Proposition 19
was held during the midterm elections may
also have contributed to its failure because
the youth vote (traditionally in favour of a shift
away from a prohibition-oriented approach to
cannabis) tends to be considerably lower than
during presidential elections.39

experienced financial difficulties and pleaded
guilty to tax evasion charges — a situation that
may have hindered support.47 Executive Director
of the Drug Policy Alliance, Ethan Nadelmann,
has suggested that the polling figures, which
were not as positive in Oregon as in Washington
and Colorado, may also help explain the lack of
financial support for the initiative.48

To a large extent overshadowed by the successful
votes in Washington and Colorado, it should not be
forgotten that Oregon also held a ballot initiative
to institute a legally regulated marijuana market
for recreational use in November 2012. Here
54% of those engaging in the process voted
against the policy. The Oregon ballot initiative,
Measure 80 (hereafter referred to as M-80) has
been criticised for being poorly drafted — the
preamble mentioned that George Washington
grew hemp as well as referring to ‘the “herbbearing seed” given to humanity in Genesis
1:29’40 in the King James Bible41 — and there
was scarce detail in the measure itself regarding
taxes, personal possession and cultivation limits
(see Appendix 3).42 It has also been argued that
the Oregon Cannabis Commission (OCC), the
proposed regulatory body, was not sufficiently

Despite the defeat of M-80, and within the
context of success elsewhere, there remains
enthusiasm within Oregon for cannabis policy
reform. As will be discussed below, the Oregon
State Legislature has considered a bill to
legalise and regulate the marijuana industry.
Additionally, Paul Stanford has already
proposed two new measures to be put onto
the ballot in 2014 in case the legislature does
not pass the proposed bill. Stanford’s Oregon
Marijuana Tax Act Initiative is broadly similar
to M-80, although it seems to have taken on
board the criticisms of M-80: the new measure
proposes that the governor would appoint
members of the commission instead of industry
insiders.49 It also includes proposed limits on
possession and personal production, 24 ounces
or 24 plants — details that were missing in
M-80.50 It is also worth noting here that while
California did not hold a ballot initiative on
cannabis regulation in 2012, many experts
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believe there will be another one at the time
of the next presidential election in 2016.51 This
option currently looks promising for supporters
of a regulated market for recreational use
within the state. Since the California vote in
2010, state-wide polling suggests that there
has been a shift in public opinion on cannabis
laws with 54% now in support of regulation.52
Moreover, with successful votes in Washington
and Colorado to learn from, it is likely that the
regulative framework will be tighter and thus
more amenable to the voters. Writing in 2011,
Nadelmann and colleagues noted that the
ballot initiatives in Washington and Colorado
(in draft form at that time) were likely to
contain considerably tighter regulations than
Proposition 19.53 And this was indeed the case.

BREAKTHROUGHS IN WASHINGTON
AND COLORADO: SIMILIARITIES AND
DIFFERENCES
While unsurprisingly similar in many ways, the
approaches being pursued in Washington and
Colorado differ in a number of respects. As
will be shown, specific circumstances within
each state ensured that the processes leading
to the initiatives were also different.
Washington State’s I-502
Washington’s initiative 502 (hereafter referred
to as I-502) was very much a ‘top-down’ initiative
sponsored by politicians such as Representative
Mary Lou Dickerson, academics and legal
professionals including Seattle’s City Attorney,
Peter Holmes, John McKay, former United States
Attorney for the Western District of Washington,
and Alison Holcomb of the American Civil
Liberties Union (ACLU), rather than the medical
marijuana industry.54 As well as having a number
of high profile supporters, there was only limited
opposition to the policy.55 The existence of the
well-established medical marijuana system in
the state since 1998 may help to explain this.
As will be seen below (see Fig. 4), states where
medical marijuana already exists show higher
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levels of support for recreational legalisation.
Campaign strategists noted that messaging was
extremely important in Washington; they found
that voters wanted to know how their tax dollars
would be spent and so part of the campaign
focussed on where the money would go. In
Washington it will be allocated to mental health
support and schools.56 Washington’s I-502 passed
by 55.7:44.3 giving the ‘yes’ vote a 10 point lead.
I-502 legalised the possession of up to one
ounce of dried marijuana, although the use
of this product is not allowed ‘in view of the
general public’.57 The initiative also creates a
system of taxed production, distribution and
supply (see Appendix 3) that will be overseen
by the Washington State Liquor Control Board
(LCB).58 It allows for a three-tiered system of
production, processing and retail by licensed
individuals or organisations.59 In Washington
State vertical integration will be prevented
and as such no single entity will be able to
both produce and sell marijuana.60 The LCB
has announced that it wants to track cannabis
from ‘seed to store’, a model that is similar to
that existing for medical marijuana in Colorado
and that aims to reduce leakage into the black
market. The ‘seed to store’ tracking system
will mean that growers, processors and retailers
must inform the board of all transactions and
keep records as to when plants are destroyed
or harvested.61 The draft regulations for the
Washington marijuana industry, released in May
2013, state that all cannabis-related industries
must have high-level security systems including
24-hour video surveillance.62
Personal production is not allowed-for under
I-502 except for those residents that already
have a medical marijuana recommendation.63
At present residents with a medical marijuana
recommendation are allowed to grow up to 15
plants64 and no agency currently regulates this
production and distribution, although there
are proposals that it should come under the
authority of the LCB along with the commercial
market.65 Under I-502 there will be an excise
tax of 25% at each level of the supply chain from

producer to processor, from processor to retailer
and from retailer to consumer.66 The taxes will
be held in a Dedicated Marijuana Fund that
will be distributed largely to social and health
services.67 Under the draft regulations, each
licence application must be sent to the relevant
city, county and potentially tribal government
or port authority that will have 20 days in order
to respond with an approval or objection to the
applicant, location or both.68
Unlike Colorado’s regulations, so far the LCB
has not issued rules on whether non-state
residents will be able to purchase the same
amounts of marijuana as state residents.69 The
issue of ‘marijuana tourism’ and how well it is
contained in Washington and Colorado may be
of concern to the surrounding states and will be
watched closely by the federal government as
well.70 With regard to advertising restrictions,
and reflecting a stricter approach to earlier
versions, the current draft (July 2013) of the
regulations states that: ‘No licensed marijuana
producer, processor, or retailer shall place or
maintain, or cause to be placed or maintained,
an advertisement of marijuana, usable
marijuana, or a marijuana-infused product in
any form or through any medium whatsoever’.71
It also stipulates that each retail store can only
have one sign and that advertising must not
contain misleading statements or be designed
in a manner to appeal to children. It does
not, however, contain restrictions on media
advertising such as pop-up and banner ads on
websites or the print media.72
Colorado State’s Amendment 64
In Colorado, the ballot initiative was in
the form of a constitutional amendment
(explaining why it is known as Amendment 64).
This legal mechanism means that no future
government can overturn the policy without
further amending the state constitution.
Amendment 64 (hereafter referred to as
A-64) was more of a ‘bottom-up’ process than
that in Washington State. Opposition to the
policy was considerably more organised and
the Colorado governor publicly opposed the

initiative.73 However, Colorado has ‘the most
extensive regulatory apparatus of any of the
eighteen [now twenty] medical marijuana
states in the country’74 and it has been argued
that the medical marijuana industry in the
state has experienced less interference by the
federal government than other states because
of its strict regulations.75 These factors may
have helped voters make their decisions at
the ballot box. Amendment 64 passed by
55.3:44.7, as with the Washington initiative,
A-64 passed with almost a 10 point lead. As
with Washington State, the messaging was
important in Colorado where voters wanted to
know how their money would be spent, in this
case on a school building project. Campaigners
targeted 30-50 year old women because they
were a demographic that was more supportive
of the initiative at the outset but also more
likely to be persuaded by the ‘No’ vote; they
were also seen as the group most likely to
respond positively to messages about spending
the tax revenue gained from marijuana sales
on school building projects.76
A-64 is broadly similar to I-502 in that it also
creates a system of legal production and supply
that is subject to licensing, taxation and
regulation (see Appendix 3) as well as imposing
age restrictions for purchasing marijuana in
line with the legal age for alcohol purchasing
which is set at 21 years old.77 However, it also
differs in a number of key ways in that it allows
for the personal production of up to six plants
in total, only three of which may be mature
plants at any one time. Non-commercial
transactions of up to one ounce are also
allowed.78 Like I-502, A-64 creates a threetiered system. Yet the Colorado amendment
allows for vertical integration whereby no
more than 30% of cannabis produced can be
sold to other retailers, a situation similar to
its medical marijuana industry.79 The vertical
integration rules for the recreational market
will be waived after 30th September 2014.80
Under A-64, Medical marijuana producers
and retailers will be given exclusive rights
to licenses for the first three months, after
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which time the market will be opened up to
other operators.81 Writing in the Oregon Law
Review, Sam Kamin argues that limiting initial
license applications to those who already have
experience of the medical marijuana industry is
the preferred option for Colorado’s Department
of Revenue because they want to work with
those that have already shown that they can
comply with the required regulations.82
In Colorado, the commercial market will
be regulated by the Marijuana Enforcement
Division, operating under the Department of
Revenue, and based on the Medical Marijuana
Enforcement Division, which already regulates
the medical cannabis market.83 The Marijuana
Enforcement Division will be responsible for
establishing and monitoring procedures for
the issuing, renewal and revocation of licenses
as well as labelling, health and safety and
advertising restrictions.84 Unlike I-502 which
was more specific in terms of the regulatory and
taxation system, A-64 only provided a broad
framework for legalisation and regulation, and
consequently the Governor of Colorado, John
Hickenlooper, established a Task Force to
implement A-64 after the vote in November.85
A-64 called for an excise tax as high as 15%,
and the Amendment 64 Implementation Task
Force endorsed the full 15% excise tax rate and
endorsed a separate sales tax as well.86 After
the Task Force reported back, two bills were
drafted and signed into law by the Governor
in order to establish the regulatory system
required by A-64: House Bill 1317 established
the regulations for the retail market; House
Bill 1318 (HB 1318) set out the taxes that
will be imposed, and is subject to a further
voter referendum in November 2013. HB1318
stipulates that from January 2014 there will
be a 15% sales tax on purchases of marijuana
at the retail level, a 15% excise tax, as well as
a 2.9% state sales tax, plus local sales taxes to
be decided by the locality.87
The Task Force also made recommendations
regarding restricting commercial licenses to
state residents only and limiting the amount
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of marijuana that non-residents can purchase
compared to state residents in order to reduce
‘marijuana tourism’.88 HB1317 stipulates that
non-residents will only be able to purchase ¼ of
an ounce of marijuana in a single transaction;
this is in contrast to Washington State which
has not set down rules for non-residents.89
Colorado’s HB1317 also stipulates that anyone
wishing to apply for a retail marijuana business
license must have been a state resident for
at least two years, which is in stark contrast
to Washington State’s draft regulations that
licence applicants need only have been
a resident for three months.90 Colorado’s
regulations, like Washington’s regulatory
system, require high-level security measures
such as video surveillance, security guards and
alarms in order to limit leakage into the black
market.91 HB1317 sets out quite detailed
restrictions on advertising including limiting
branding, restricting internet advertising
such as pop-up or banner ads and marketing
on mobile phones. It also states that any
magazines that focus solely on the marijuana
industry must be kept behind the counter in
shops where under 21s have access.92 While
Washington State regulations are based on a
state-wide model, in Colorado counties and
cities will have a far greater control over the
industry, being allowed to not only restrict or
prohibit marijuana establishments but also to
allocate opening hours, density of outlets and
location of stores.93 Indeed, over twenty local
governments in Colorado have already voted
to ban recreational cannabis shops, including
Colorado Springs, the second-biggest city in
the state.94

The financial Imperative:
A realistic key motivation?
Drawing on the experiences of California’s
failed Proposition 19 Caulkins et al identify a
number of key motivations for the creation of
a regulated cannabis industry. These include
eliminating arrests, undercutting black markets
and reducing violence, assuring product quality,
increasing choices for those seeking intoxication
and limiting access by young people.95 And

despite their different circumstances, many of
these were cited as considerations in both the
Washington and Colorado initiatives. Significant
among them, however, was the expectation
that the initiatives would generate much
needed income and save the states money on
law enforcement.96 Pro-legalisation activists
in Colorado, for example, have argued that the
regulated market will raise about $24.1 million,
which will go towards the construction of
schools in the state, as well as make $12 million
in savings in law enforcement.97 Analysis by the
Colorado Center on Law and Policy suggests
that the state could see $60 million in total
combined savings and additional revenue for
Colorado’s state budget with a potential for
this number to double after 2017”.98

As the Washington and Colorado campaigners
found, it does seem that spelling out how
the tax dollars will be spent chimes well
with voters, especially those that have not
made their minds up.99 Until the markets
have been in existence for some considerable
time, however, and the associated costs and
benefits have been calculated, many of the
figures remain hotly contested estimates. Of
course, much of the operational success or
failure of both I-502 and A-64 will depend on
the implementation of the regulations once
they have come into force. Moreover, as Mark
Kleiman, Professor of Public Policy at UCLA,
Visiting Fellow at the National Institute of
Justice and director of BOTEC Analysis (the
company hired in March 2013 by Washington

Box 1. View from the ground: Reality check in Washington State
Mark Kleiman, Professor of Public Policy, UCLA and CEO, BOTEC Analysis
The preamble in I-502 argues that a legally regulated market for marijuana would allow law
enforcement officials to concentrate on violent and property crime, take the money away
from organised criminal groups and generate new revenues through taxation. However, there
is no guarantee that these expectations will be met. As with any public policy there are
tradeoffs to be made. The taxation system stipulated in I-502 imposes excise taxes of 25% at
each level of the supply chain plus sales taxes, which is a relatively heavy tax burden. The
risk, therefore, is that the price of cannabis remains such that recreational users will prefer
the existing, if restructured, markets. As Kleiman notes, ‘The question that’s being asked
in Washington State is…What if we had pot legalisation and nobody came?... it’s not clear
that the commercial markets can compete with the medical marijuana market and the illicit
market.’ He also points out that there is a fear that the enforcement savings may not be as
great as was promised: ‘The advocates promised greatly decreased enforcement expenditures
as one of the advantages of legalisation. Not so. Not if you want the taxed and regulated
market to displace the untaxed and unregulated illegal market.’
Nonetheless, despite such predictions, Kleiman argues that the legally regulated market will
provide some advantages for consumers in comparison to the existing medical marijuana
market. In this regard, he highlights that ‘The big advantages to consumers of the taxed and
regulated market compared with the medical market are the testing and labelling; most of
the [other] advantages of legalisation are already there. The other difference is that you
don’t have to be a liar. You don’t have to go to some doctor and say you’re anxious or
something. Compared to a wide-open medical market, I don’t think there are many
disadvantages because it’s not clear that access is going to be greater after formal
legalisation than it was before.’
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State’s LCB to consult on the design of the
regulative framework) notes, regulation and
taxation require enforcement so the net
financial benefits may be much less than were
originally envisaged (see Box 1).100

MORE REFORM ON THE HORIZON? STATE
LEGISLATURE BILLS PROPOSED IN 2013
So far, regulatory frameworks for cannabis have
only come about through direct democracy in the
form of ballot initiatives. In 2013, however, a
number of states have debated legislative bills to
regulate marijuana and as such, state legislators
have no choice but to confront the issue. As
noted above and listed in Box 2, as of September,
in 2013 eleven US states debated bills to ‘tax and
regulate’ marijuana.101 Each bill varies somewhat,
but, as can be seen from the tables in Appendices
1 and 2, there are some key commonalities with
similar issues being considered in each case.
While most of these bills are considered dead in
2013, some have progressed further than many
would have believed, for example LD 1229 in
Maine.102 This was sponsored by a group of 35
cross-partisan lawmakers. It was modelled on
a previous 2010 bill introduced by Democrat
Representative Diane Russell that was rejected
by House lawmakers by a vote of 107 to 39.103 In
2013 the Maine House of Representatives voted
LD1229 down by 71–67 and the Maine Senate
defeated the proposal by 24–10.104 However, the
House vote was the closest yet on this issue and
suggests that support for regulatory measures is
growing rapidly in the light of the Washington
and Colorado votes.
Campaigners are now
looking to collect enough signatures to put such
an initiative on the ballot in 2016.105 Moreover,
the mere fact that eleven states have discussed
bills to regulate the cannabis market shows how
fast attitudes have changed since the Washington
and Colorado votes. This points to the fact that
lawmakers are moving closer to changes in public
opinion and that regulation of marijuana is no
longer perceived by many politicians to be a vote
losing issue.
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It is interesting to see the re-emergence of
legislative bills as a route to policy reform.
There are a number of possible explanations for
this. In Maine, for example some supporters of
LD1229 explicitly argued that the legislature
needed to take control of the issue before it was
‘forced’ upon them by the voters through a ballot
initiative.106 To be sure, drug law reform groups
in the US certainly feel that voter initiatives
allow them more influence over the kind of
policy that is proposed.107 Kleiman considers it
preferable for state legislators to develop policy
themselves, but justifies this on the grounds that
legislative bills are open to proper scrutiny and
are thus more likely to be better formulated.108

Indeed, as pointed out elsewhere, initiatives
do not go through the same level of evidencegathering, negotiation and review as normal
government-proposed legislation.109 In a similar
vein, as Caulkins and colleagues point out,
another possible explanation for pursuing bills is
that in some states ballot initiatives, once passed,
are very hard to amend and consequently are
difficult to refine as good practice emerges and
lessons are learned.110
That said, legislators may be wary of voting
for reform. In some instances they might be
concerned that ‘voters are using votes on drug
policy bills as measures’ of their ‘personal
moral standing’ and as such this may put them
off some from supporting bills.111 Moreover,
when legislators take office they swear an oath
to uphold the constitution of the United States
that places federal law as the supreme law of
the land.112 This could place them in difficult
position if they are supporting a bill that is
contrary to federal law. Indeed, one of the
senators that opposed the Maine bill feared that
the bill would merely encourage the Federal
government to crack down on the state.113

Box 2. Current state of regulated marijuana bills under consideration
(for more details of the bills see Appendices 1 and 2)
Alabama (HB550) HB 550 was read for the first time on 4th April 2013 and referred to the state
House of Representatives committee on Public Safety and Homeland Security. The bill has
now been deferred with no further date for discussion set.114
Hawaii (HB699) The House Judiciary Chairman deferred further discussion on this bill until
2014 after finding that there was not enough support in the House to pass it.115
Maine (LD1229) The bill was referred to the Committee on Criminal Justice and Public Safety
and the initial response from the Committee was somewhat negative; it was thought this could
end the bill’s passage. However, amendments were proposed which would have meant that had
the legislature passed the bill it would have gone to voters in the autumn of 2013.116 Despite
this, in early June both the House of Representatives and the Senate rejected the bill.117
Maryland (HB1453) There was a public hearing in front of the House Committee on the
Judiciary held on 19th March. However, no vote was taken by lawmakers. The bill has now
been postponed without assigning a future date for further discussion.118
Massachusetts (H1632) The bill was referred to the Joint Committee on the Judiciary on 22nd
January 2103. The bill has not progressed any further.119
Nevada (AB402) AB402 was submitted to the Nevada Assembly in March and was sent to the
Assembly Judiciary for examination. On 13th April 2013 it was stated that ‘no further action’
would be allowed on this bill.120
New Hampshire (SB337 & HB492) SB337 would have removed cannabis from the criminal
code. It was defeated in the House 239-112 votes on 13th March (voted ‘inexpedient to
legislate’). HB492 would make marijuana legal for adults 21 and over, allowing individuals to
cultivate up to six plants for personal use and setting up a framework for taxing and regulating
the production and sale of marijuana. A similar bill, HB 1705, fell one vote short of being
approved by the House Criminal Justice and Public Safety Committee in 2012. HB492 has now
been retained in Committee.121
Oregon (HB3371) The House Judiciary Committee voted 6-3 in support of the HB3371 in April
2013122 and the bill was referred to the Committee on Revenue. The legislation has not passed
out of this committee as yet.123 However, as mentioned above, if it doesn’t pass through the
legislature then it’s likely there will be another initiative in 2014/2016.
Pennsylvania (SB528) SB 528 would put the Pennsylvania Liquor Board (PLB) in charge of issuing
licenses for retail and production. It would also allow the PLB to purchase marijuana from other
states, countries and territories where the production and distribution of cannabis is legal. On
3rd April 2013 SB528 was referred to Law and Justice Committee where it still remains.124
Rhode Island (HB5274 & SB334) House Bill 5274 stalled after the Committee recommended the
measure be held for further study on 27th February.125 However, a companion bill SB334 has been
referred to the Senate Judiciary Committee. On the 28th May 2013 the committee recommended that the bill be held for further study.126
Vermont (HB499) HB499 was referred to the House Judiciary Committee on 12th March and has
now been adjourned without a future date set for further discussion.127
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Although it seems highly unlikely that any of
the state legislature bills discussed in Box 2
will pass in 2013, more ballot initiatives are
expected in the future. Pro-reform groups
within Alaska, Arizona and Oregon are
gathering signatures for a 2014 ballot,128 with
those in California (if not elsewhere) working
towards 2016. The announcement that more
voter initiatives will be held in the near future,
as well as the fact that state legislatures have
been discussing (if not passing) bills concerning
some form of regulation, puts more pressure
on the federal government to act.

HOLDER’S HEADACHE:
FEDERAL VERSUS STATE LAW
Moves to legalise markets for recreational
cannabis use in Washington and Colorado
have certainly highlighted state-federal
tensions around drugs. Such a dynamic is
not new.129 That said, while state level
policy shifts towards recreational cannabis
use in the 1970s represented a significant
divergence in approach, policies legalising
medical marijuana use from 1996 onwards
have brought some states into direct
conflict with the federal government. In a
presidential campaign speech made in 2000
George W. Bush promised not to interfere
in states’ medical marijuana policy.130 He
failed, however, to keep to this promise once
elected, with over 200 raids being carried
out during his eight years in office.131 A
similar situation pertains under the current
administration. Despite statements made
by President Obama early in his first term
alluding to a softer position on the issue, the
administration later appeared to recommit
itself to the punitive approach embodied in
the CSA,132 legislation that provides for strict
civil and criminal penalties.133 Indeed the
Obama Administration racked up over 100
raids in states that allow medical marijuana
in the first three years in power134 and is
now on course to overtake Bush’s record.135
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Federalism issues relating to the tension
between state medical marijuana laws and
the CSA have been litigated in state courts
in the US for several years, although clear
guidance on the issue has yet to emerge.136
One of the primary issues is whether the CSA
‘pre-empts’ state medical marijuana laws, so
as to render them null and void.
Pre-emption has its roots in the Supremacy
Clause of the US Constitution, which dictates
that federal laws and treaties generally ‘trump’
conflicting state laws on the same subject
matter.137
The concept of supremacy is,
however, limited by the Tenth Amendment to
the Constitution, which reserves to the states
and the people powers not granted to the
federal government under the Constitution.138
Pre-emption analysis is therefore complex and
involves many different factors, one of which
is a determination of whether the legislature
intended to occupy the field in which the federal
law was passed. The CSA is instructive in that it
actually contains a clause that expressly states
that no pre-emption is intended unless there is
a ‘positive conflict’ between the state law and
the CSA such that ‘the two cannot consistently
stand together’.139
It would seem that, since state medical marijuana
laws logically appear to be inconsistent with
the CSA, the federal law would pre-empt the
state laws. However, whether two laws are
logically inconsistent and whether one presents
a ‘positive conflict’ with respect to the other
for the purposes of pre-emption analysis are
separate issues. Courts have defined the phrase
‘positive conflict’ narrowly, holding that it is only
established where (1) compliance with both
laws simultaneously is ‘physically impossible’,
or (2) the state law ‘stands as an obstacle to
the accomplishment and execution of the full
purposes and objectives of Congress.’140 In this
context, courts have generally held that medical
marijuana laws that simply provide exemptions
from the state penal codes are not pre-empted
under federal law: first, a person could comply
with both laws simply by avoiding marijuana,

and second, state medical marijuana laws do not
prevent the federal government from enforcing
the CSA.141 Pre-emption power is further limited
by a concept known as the ‘anti-commandeering’
principle, which provides that the federal
government may not ‘commandeer’ the state
legislative process, by forcing states to enact
legislation or enforce federal legislation.142
Since medical marijuana laws in actuality are
exemptions from the states’ own penal codes,
the federal government can no more force the
states to repeal these exemptions than it could
have forced the enactment of the statutes to
begin with.
The same analysis can be applied to
legalisation laws when the issue is the simple

removal of the possession of marijuana from
the state penal code. Indeed, many scholars
believe that simple legalisation would not be
pre-empted under the CSA.143 Nevertheless,
the analysis becomes more complicated under
the doctrine of pre-emption when the scheme
involves state licensing, regulation and/or
tax. Although these laws present a stronger
case for pre-emption, whether a state tax
and regulate law technically would, as a legal
matter, present a ‘positive conflict’ to the
CSA such that it would be pre-empted by the
federal law is still unsettled in the US.144 This
could help explain why the federal government
has decided not to pursue a legal challenge
to the Washington and Colorado laws on preemption grounds.

Box 3. Department of Justice Memorandum for all United States Attorneys, Cole, James
M., August 29, 2013
The guidance was carefully worded and focused on the continuing enforcement of the Controlled
Substances Act (CSA). Noting that ‘Congress has determined that marijuana is a dangerous drug
and that the illegal distribution and sale of marijuana is a serious crime’, the memorandum
reiterated that the Department was ‘committed’ to enforcement of federal laws prohibiting
marijuana ‘consistent with those determinations’. It then enumerated a set of enforcement
priorities which would guide the enforcement of federal laws against what it called ‘marijuanarelated conduct’, and stated that the Memorandum should serve as a guide for Department
attorneys and law enforcement to focus their resources on ‘persons or organizations whose
conduct interferes with any one or more of these priorities’. The eight areas include:
•

Preventing the distribution of marijuana to minors;

•

Preventing revenue from the sale of marijuana from going to criminal enterprises, gangs
and cartels;

•

Preventing the diversion of marijuana from states where it is legal under state law in some
form to other states;

•

Preventing state-authorized marijuana activity from being used as a cover or pretext for
the trafficking of other illegal drugs or other illegal activity;

• Preventing violence and the use of firearms in the cultivation and distribution of marijuana
•

Preventing drugged driving and the exacerbation of other adverse public health consequences
associated with marijuana use;

•

Preventing the growing of marijuana on public lands and the attendant public safety and
environmental dangers posed by marijuana production on public lands; and

•

Preventing marijuana possession or use on federal property.
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Recognising that the federal government has traditionally relied on state and local law
enforcement agencies for enforcement against marijuana activity, the memorandum stated
that, because enactment of these laws ‘affects this traditional joint federal-state approach to
narcotics enforcement’, the Department’s guidance rested on its expectation that those states
enacting laws authorising marijuana-related conduct ‘will implement strong and effective
regulatory and enforcement systems that will address the threat those state laws could pose
to public safety, public health, and other law enforcement interests.’ The memorandum
ended with a series of disclaimers, including that the guidance did not ‘alter in any way the
Department’s authority to enforce federal law, including federal laws relating to marijuana,
regardless of state law’.
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Without the support of state law enforcement,
however, it could prove difficult if not
impossible for the federal government to
enforce federal marijuana prohibition. As
the Department of Justice also referenced

in March 2013 former Drug Enforcement
Administration (DEA) chiefs calling on the
federal government to sue Washington and
Colorado in the Supreme Court.150

in its recent memorandum (see Box 3),145 for
years the federal government has relied on
state law enforcement agents to implement
the CSA, using various methods such as
investigation cooperation, referrals, and
shared forfeiture.146
This was effective
as long as state and federal laws were
consistent with one another and enforcement
goals overlapped. Yet, as acknowledged in
the memorandum, when state laws diverge
from this scheme the support of state law
enforcement falls away.147 There is little that
the federal government can do about this, as
under the ‘anti-commandeering’ principle
the federal government may not compel
states to enforce federal laws.148 However,
the federal government simply does not have
the law enforcement manpower to clamp
down by itself: the DEA only employs 4,400
official and federal law enforcement agents
only accounted for 1% of cannabis arrests
in 2007.149 This situation leads the federal
government to rely on the willingness of
state law enforcement officials to enforce
the policy, an arrangement that is far from
certain in states where the majority of voters
support some form of tax and regulation
framework for marijuana. This is clearly a
concern for those favouring the pre-eminence
of the CSA within US states, with, for example,

Furthermore, the CSA calls on the federal
government ‘to enter into contractual
agreements… to provide for cooperative
enforcement and regulatory activities.’151 This
means that in theory the federal government
could come to agreements with the individual
states on their cannabis regulation policies,
which may be exactly what the Department of
Justice is seeking to do in issuing its guidance.
Indeed, some have argued that it would be
preferable for them to do so rather than let
the states merely give up enforcing the federal
prohibition on marijuana.152 It has also been
argued that despite the recent Department
of Justice guidance there are no guarantees
that state attorneys will cease to prosecute
those who work in the marijuana industry
especially in the light of federal crackdowns
on the medical marijuana industry.153 In a
recent hearing held by the Senate Judiciary
Committee on the issue, James M. Cole, US
Deputy Attorney General (and author of the
memorandum) attempted to put many of
these concerns to rest.154 Needless to say, the
situation is evolving gradually and it remains to
be seen how this guidance is applied in practice.
Moreover, these state-federal tensions must
be considered in a wider context, and it has
been argued that allowing states to determine
their own cannabis policy may result in other

states demanding further independence with
regards to other aspects of federal policy such
as gun control, immigration and health care.155
Although there currently seems no chance
of them making it onto the statute books, it
is also worth noting the emergence of prorecreational marijuana bills at the federal
level. In 2011 the first bill to end federal
marijuana prohibition was introduced by
Representatives Barney Frank (D-MA) and Ron
Paul (R-TX) and 19 co-sponsors.156 In 2013
Democrat Representatives Earl Blumenauer of
Oregon and Jared Polis of Colorado introduced
another bill based on the 2011 version.157 That
debate continues both at the state and the
federal level has much to do with growing
public support for the issue.

NATIONAL POLLING SHOWS SUPPORT FOR
REGULATION IS GROWING
Support for legalising cannabis has been
growing in the US for some time. In 2011 a
nationwide Gallup poll found that for the first
time 50% supported legalising marijuana158
and in May 2012 a poll carried out by
Rasmussen recorded that 56% of respondents
were in favour of ‘legalizing marijuana and
regulating it in the similar manner to the way
alcohol and tobacco cigarettes are regulated
today’.159 More polling has been carried
out since the Washington and Colorado
votes which show similar trends. Although
a USA Today/Gallup carried out at the end
of November 2012 found only 48% thought
it should be legal with 50% against,160 a
Public Policy Polling survey also carried out
in late November 2012 found that 58% of
respondents supported legalising cannabis
(with 33% strongly supporting legalisation and
25% in favour but not strongly supporting the
proposition) with 39% against.161 The most
recent national poll carried out on April 4th
2013 by the Pew Research Center revealed
that a majority (52%) of people supported

legalising cannabis against 45% who thought it
should remain illegal. Significantly Pew note
that support for legalisation has grown by 11%
since 2012 as can be seen in Fig. 2.162

Views of Legalising Marijuana: 1969–2013
% saying marijuana should be ...

Figure 2: Support for legally regulated markets is
growing

A number of nationwide polls conducted
since the votes in Washington and Colorado
have asked whether the federal government
should allow the states to implement the tax
and regulate laws. The first, carried out by
USA Today/Gallup found that 64% thought the
federal government should not enforce federal
laws on marijuana in states that allow it with
just 34% disagreeing.163 A survey by Public Policy
Polling between November 30th and December
2nd 2012 showed that of those polled, 47%
believed the Washington and Colorado should
be allowed to implement the new laws without
federal interference, 33% felt the federal
government should prevent the laws being
enacted and 20% were unsure.164 In April 2013
a Pew Research Poll found similar trends to the
USA Today/Gallup poll with 60% of respondents
believing that the federal government should
not enforce federal laws in states that allow
marijuana use.165 The Pew Research Poll
also found that 72% of people thought that
government efforts to enforce marijuana laws
cost more than they are worth.166 It is also
worth noting that the Public Policy Polling
survey found that 50% of those interviewed
believed marijuana will be legal under federal
law within the next 10 years, with 37% in
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disagreement and 12% undecided.167 It seems
clear that, as public opinion shifts away from
the federal government’s oppositional stance
on the regulation of cannabis markets, more
states may put legalisation measures on their
ballots or propose legislative bills.

age range are now up to 50% (see Fig. 3).171
Kleiman argues that though support from the
Baby Boomers has fallen and then risen again,
marijuana has always been a part of the
Generation-X and the Millennials lives which
means they are more likely to maintain their
support for alternatives to prohibition.172

Additionally, it has been argued that due to
the changing demographics in the American
population, it is likely that support for
legalisation will continue to grow.168 The
only age group who is still staunchly opposed
to legalisation of any kind is the over65s (sometimes referred to as the Silent
Generation), and support is strongest amongst
Generation X-ers (born between 1965 and
1980) and Millennials (born after 1980) as can
be seen in Fig. 3.169

Another significant result from the Pew
Research relates to how the levels of support for
legalisation differ depending on the marijuana
laws in the state that the interviewee resides
(See Fig. 4.)

Views of Legalisation in States with
Different Laws

Boomers’ Support for Legalisation
Rebounds to 1970s Levels

Figure 4: Differences in levels of support for legally
regulated markets influenced by state marijuana
laws

Figure 3: Generational changes in support for
legally regulated markets170

Something that stands out in the polling is
the changing levels of support amongst the
Baby Boomers (born between 1946 and 1964).
In 1978, 47% of Baby Boomers supported
legalisation, but this dropped sharply during
the 1980s and 1990s when only 17% were in
favour. Current levels of support amongst this
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Whilst support for legalisation is 50% or over
in all states, there is some disparity between
levels of support.
What is particularly
interesting is that support is highest (57%) in
states that have medical marijuana laws, but
not decriminalisation. In states where there are
medical marijuana laws and decriminalisation,
55% of people believe marijuana should be
legal. Support for legalisation drops slightly
to 54% in states that have decriminalisation
but not MMU. Only in states where cannabis
is not decriminalised and there are no laws

allowing medical access does support drop to
50%. That levels of support for legalisation
are highest in states that only have MMU and
have no decriminalised recreational use could
suggest that voters recognise the benefits of
regulation over the relaxation of laws, a view
held by Nadelmann who as long ago as 2004
argued that ‘the medical marijuana effort has
probably aided the broader anti-prohibitionist
campaign’.173 What is certain, however, is that
as the number of states that allow some form
of cannabis use increases so the pressure on
the federal government to change the CSA or
at least allow state experimentation will grow.

INTERNATIONAL IMPLICATIONS: VIENNA
AND LATIN AMERICA
The development of regulatory systems for
marijuana in Washington and Colorado are also
being watched closely in other parts of the
world with the policy implications certainly set
to reach far beyond US borders. In the short
term, inter-related impacts seem to be most
significant within Latin America and Vienna,
that city being the institutional home of the
UN international drug control framework.
Encouragement for Latin America?
For many years some countries in Latin America
that have suffered greatly from drug related
violence, corruption and destabilisation, largely
damaging side effects of current prohibitionoriented policies. Concern over these so-called
‘unintended consequences’174 has increased
to the point that, moving beyond earlier calls
for drug policy reform from former high level
elected officials,175 a number of serving Latin
American presidents have called for a policy
review. These have included Jose Mujica of
Uruguay, Juan Manuel Santos of Colombia, Laura
Chinchilla of Costa Rica and Otto Perez Molina
of Guatemala.176 For Coletta Youngers, Senior
Fellow of the Washington Office on Latin America
(WOLA) and Associate of the International Drug
Policy Consortium (IDPC), the votes in Washington

and Colorado sent ‘a very strong message’, and
combine to be ‘one of the key factors driving
the tendency in the region to look at drug policy
alternatives.’ Furthermore, as Youngers points
out, the policy shifts serve to highlight the longstanding but increasingly stark contradictions
within the US federal government’s approach to
the issue within the hemisphere.177 As is well
documented, in an effort to reduce the size of the
US illicit domestic market, Washington D.C. has
a long history of urging its southern neighbours
to pursue its own supply-oriented favoured
approach to drug control — a process operating
through both informal and formal diplomatic
mechanisms
including
the
certification
178
procedure. However, having engaged with a
more tolerant approach to cannabis use, both
recreational and medicinal, at the state level for
some time, the introduction of legally regulated
markets in the two states amplifies the doublestandards of the US’s position. It effectively says,
‘We are expecting you to implement policies that
are having a huge cost to your own societies,
while we let people smoke pot.’179

The votes have also influenced recent
discussions on drug policy reform within
the Organisation of American states (OAS).
Triggered by a growing concern for drug related
violence within some Latin American states,
2012 saw the OAS engage in significant debate
on drugs issue, including the unprecedented
high-level discussion of alternatives to
the current prohibition-oriented approach.
Serious discussions began at the April 2012
OAS Cartagena summit. Here most of the
hemisphere’s presidents gathered in a ‘private,
closed-door meeting where drug policy was
the only topic discussed’, and much of the
conversation is said to have focused on policy
shifts within the US.180 Despite reluctance from
the US, the Organisation’s dominant member,
these discussions resulted in the publication
of two major OAS publications in May 2013.
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Accompanied by a ‘scenarios’ report, The Drug
Problem in the Americas was clearly influenced
by events in Colorado and Washington. The
shift in policy approach is given prominence in
both documents, with the ‘Pathways’ chapter
within Scenarios for the Drug Problem in the
Americas, 2013–2025, in particular including
noteworthy discussion of events in the two
US states.181 Indeed, it is plausible to suggest
that the considerable traction for further
discussion generated by the OAS study owed
much to the very real events taking place in
the US: events that stood out among the other
hypothetical discussions concerning a range of
possible policy futures.
While driven by the specific nature of the illicit
market within the country, the Uruguayan
government in particular is also watching
very closely what happens in Washington and
Colorado as it moves forward with its bill to
legalise and regulate marijuana (See Box 4), an
unprecedented process that looks set lead to the
first nation-state level breach of or withdrawal
from the Single Convention. Having overcome
considerable difficulties to pass the lower house
in late July 2013, Uruguay’s marijuana regulation

bill will now be taken up in the senate, with
final passage seen as likely before the end of
2013. As such, as John Walsh, a drug policy
expert at WOLA, points out: ‘Uruguay appears
poised, in the weeks ahead, to become the
first nation in modern times to create a legal,
regulated framework for marijuana’. ‘In doing
so’, Walsh continues, ‘Uruguay will be bravely
taking a leading role in establishing and testing
a compelling alternative to the prohibitionist
paradigm.’182 In a similar fashion to the more
general discussion regarding drug policy reform
in other parts of Latin America, events in
Washington and Colorado greatly undermine the
US federal government’s legitimacy in opposing
what is in many respects a nation-state level
version of what is already being rolled out within
two US states. Furthermore, the shift towards
regulated markets for cannabis within the US
is likely to complicate how the international
community, particularly those states in favour of
the extant shape of the UN drug control treaties,
reacts to Uruguay’s efforts to reform its cannabis
laws when it meets in Vienna at the Commission
on Narcotic Drugs (CND), the central policy
making body for the UN drug control system.

Box 4. View from the ground: How Uruguay is learning from Washington and Colorado
Coletta Youngers, Senior Fellow, Washington Office on Latin America and Associate of the
International Drug Policy Consortium
On 31st July 2013, Uruguay’s House of Representatives voted in favour of a proposal to regulate
the production, sale and use of cannabis. This was in response to the increased use within
the country of a highly addictive cocaine derivative called ‘paco’ and the fact that the
markets for this drug and marijuana are closely connected. The aim of marijuana regulation
would be to separate the markets so that marijuana users would not be exposed to ‘paco’
by dealers and to allow law enforcement officials to concentrate on what is deemed to be a
more problematic substance. In seeking to ensure successful passage of the Bill, its supporters
within the Uruguayan government, and particularly those among civil society groups, have
been in communication with their counterparts in Washington and Colorado in order to
learn from their experiences. As Youngers notes, ‘The Uruguayan government is certainly
following events in Washington and Colorado, but it is really Uruguayan civil society groups
that have gotten involved in working with their colleagues and some officials in Washington
and Colorado to learn from them in terms of what is the right messaging around this kind of
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reform initiative.’ Messaging is particularly important within Uruguay since, unlike in much
of the US, at present only 40% of the general public support the proposed policy shift. On this
point, Youngers observes that: ‘The Uruguayan government is moving forward because they
think it is the right thing to do and civil society organisations are working very hard to try and
explain to the people why this is a good idea and one of the things they found in Washington
and Colorado is that one of the more powerful messages was simply mothers talking about
their children…So I think they tried to take those messages that worked in Washington and
Colorado and adapt them to the Uruguayan reality and they brought in some experts that
worked on the campaign in Washington and Colorado to help them.’ Uruguay will also be
in a position to learn from Washington and Colorado on what works and what doesn’t: ‘Now
if this initiative goes forward in Uruguay… there will most likely be an exchange between
Uruguayan officials and Washington and Colorado officials about the regulatory frameworks.
Uruguay is in a very different situation because it’s a federal government, there are much
more limitations on Washington and Colorado on what they can do because marijuana remains
illegal by [US] federal law, but there is a lot that can be learned comparing the different
regulatory frameworks and issues like how do you put appropriate restrictions on
advertising, that sort of thing.’

Rumblings in Vienna: Threats to the
integrity of the international drug
control system
As we mentioned above, as well as creating
state-federal tension, the votes in Washington
and Colorado put the US at odds with the
international drug control conventions. In
this regard, the Vienna based International
Narcotics Control Board (INCB or Board), a body
that often refers to itself as the ‘guardian’ of
the UN drug control treaties,183 has criticised
the votes, stating that allowing systems that
regulate the recreational use of cannabis ‘would
be a violation of international law, namely the
United Nations Single Convention on Narcotic
Drugs of 1961, to which the United States is a
party’. The Board consequently implored the
US federal government to ‘take the necessary
measures to ensure full compliance with the
international drug control treaties within the
entire territory of the United States’.184 The
INCB’s position, both in press releases and its
Annual Report for 2012,185 has sparked some
discussion as to whether the state legislation

does in fact place the US in violation of the
international treaties and if so, what the US
federal government’s obligations are with
respect to remedying such a ‘breach’.186 These
questions are open to some, although arguably
limited, debate since they raise several
competing principles, both internationally and
domestically within the US.
It is well-settled under international law that
international treaties apply throughout the
territories of their signatories. The 1969 Vienna
Convention on the Law of Treaties provides that
unless a different intention is clear, ‘a treaty is
binding upon each party in respect of its entire
territory’ and that ‘a party may not invoke the
provisions of its internal law as justification
for its failure to perform a treaty’.187 The 1961
Single Convention itself makes it clear that it
applies to member countries ‘within their own
territories’.188 Further, as discussed above, within
the US the Supremacy Clause of the Constitution
dictates that federal law and international
treaties are the ‘supreme law of the land’ and
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that they override conflicting state laws.189 In this
respect, the U.S. Supreme Court has held that
“[s]tate law must yield when it is inconsistent with
or impairs the policy or provisions of a treaty.”190
As such, it would seem that the case is closed and
that the US federal government is in breach. This
is the view of Martin Jelsma, director of the Drugs
and Democracy Programme at the Transnational
Institute, who in this case agrees with the INCB’s
stance and dismisses arguments that use the US
constitutional arrangements discussed below to
side-step international obligations.
It may be possible to argue that there are limits
to the broad concepts outlined above in terms of
both constitutional limitations contained within
the texts of the treaties (some articles are
prefaced with phrases such as ‘Subject to [each
country’s] constitutional limitations’ or ‘having
due regard to [each country’s] constitutional,
legal and administrative systems’’191) and with
regard to an ‘understanding’ that was lodged by
the US upon signing the 1988 Convention Against
Illicit Traffic in Narcotic Drugs and Psychotropic
Substances.192 Under this argument, if a court
were to find that state marijuana laws are not
pre-empted by federal law, the drug conventions
would be limited in their application to the
US by the Tenth Amendment. From another
interpretative perspective, it might be also
claimed that the Single Convention does not
automatically pre-empt state law because it is
not a ‘self-executing’ treaty. This means that,
as with all the UN drug control treaties, the
Convention by itself does not establish binding
domestic law; rather it must be implemented
through domestic legislation.193
Admittedly, these are far from robust legal
lines of argumentation and the Constitutional
implications have been discussed and debated
with no clear authority or guidance emerging
so far. These issues aside, since the votes
on the Colorado and Washington initiatives
took place, US Drug Czar Gil Kerlikowske and
others within the Obama administration have
consistently emphasised that the CSA, which
is the implementing legislation of the Single
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Convention, remains in full force and effect
throughout the US.194 None of the international
drug treaties specifically requires legislation
on multiple levels (i.e., federal, state,
municipality levels), nor do they dictate how
and to what extent countries must enforce
their implementing legislation.195 In this light,
the US might argue that as long as federal
laws prohibiting recreational use remain in
place, the US is in compliance with its treaty
obligations. Paradoxically, this is in contrast to
the situation in Uruguay. Here, as Jelsma points
out, although similar regulative structures to
those in Washington and Colorado will operate
should the proposed marijuana bill pass the
senate, federal level legislation prohibiting
marijuana would not remain in place. This
would consequently leave Uruguay in clear
breach of the treaties while the US government
in Washington D.C. used the federal-state
argument to claim that it was operating within
the parameters of the treaty framework.196
The INCB is, of course, unlikely to agree with
the view that since the CSA remains in place
across the nation the US is not in breach.197
And admittedly on this point it is standing on
strong legal ground. It is certainly correct
when it claims that the situation within the
country ‘constitutes a significant challenge
to the objective of the international drug
control treaties to which the United States
is a party’.198 Furthermore, there is clearly
concern that any accommodation by the US
federal government of regulative frameworks
within Washington and Colorado would further
destabilise an increasingly creaky international
drug control system.199 Whether or not the US
is technically in ‘breach’ of the treaties, that
it was a key player in the establishment of
the current treaty framework and continues
to play a major role in its implementation
certainly adds a degree of irony to the present
situation. Moreover, in more practical terms, if
the Uruguayan marijuana regulation bill makes
it onto the statute books, the US’s awkward
domestic predicament will reduce its ability to
exert pressure to defend the existing UN treaty

structure within the CND and beyond. ‘The
US, which so far has always been the first and
quickest to denounce if countries breach the
treaties…now cannot really exercise pressure’
says Jelsma. The federal government, he
continues, ‘is not in a position to criticise
other countries that are basically doing the

same as internally some states in the Unites
States are doing.’ In terms of cannabis policies,
‘this relieves the whole global system of the
pressure’ exerted by the US and ‘gives oxygen’
to reform oriented processes — processes that
will surely receive significant attention at the
next CND meeting in March 2014 (See Box 5).

Box 5. View from the ground. Nowhere to hide: The issue of legally regulated
cannabis markets at the 2014 UN Commission on Narcotic Drugs
Interview with Martin Jelsma, director of the Transnational Institute’s Drugs and
Democracy Programme
Before the annual meeting of the Commission on Narcotic Drugs (CND) in March 2013, it
appeared as if the votes within Washington and Colorado and Washington would be a key
point of debate.200 The initiatives had passed four months prior to the Vienna event and the
INCB had already included well founded critical comments within its Annual Report. The
issue, however, received remarkably little attention. It was almost as if member states,
including crucially the US, wanted to avoid confrontation within an environment that operates
on consensus. According to Jelsma, ‘Everybody was sort of expecting a response from the
US about the two states’ situation’ but the US clearly decided it was not going to touch the
issue and rather preferred to ‘let it play out and wait to see what was going to happen.’ The
2014 CND is likely to be a very different affair, however. By then, he points out ‘the process
in Uruguay will be completed and implementation begun and implementation will also have
started in the two states. So, it’s really not possible to just not talk about it.’ ‘The INCB will
continue to bring out statements, and in their reports they will have, I am expecting, very
harsh paragraphs on both the US and Uruguay with the fear…that this could start to affect
that integrity of the treaty system’ says Jelsma. Moreover, it must not be forgotten that next
year is the mid-term review of the 2009 Political Declaration. This, he believes, will increase
the tension around the cannabis issue: ‘There are things’ in the Declaration about cannabis
‘that are difficult now simply to re-state’ and as such national delegations ‘will have to
consider some other language on how to deal with cannabis’. On this issue, Jelsma concludes
that the international community can no longer simply say that ‘in another ten years time this
will have disappeared from the world.’
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that makes close monitoring so crucial to the
development of well designed and realistic
recreational cannabis policies.

As we have discussed here, while hugely
significant in terms of the development
of cannabis policies that deviate from a
traditional prohibition-oriented approach to
the drug, the construction of legally regulated
cannabis markets in the US states of Washington
and Colorado in 2012 must not be viewed
in isolation. Rather they should be seen as
part of a long running, if fluctuating, process
of ‘softening’ the official zero-tolerance law
enforcement approach and reducing negative
public attitudes towards cannabis use, both for
recreational and medicinal purposes, across
the United States of America. In this regard,
the sponsors of the ballot initiatives in these
states clearly benefitted from and learnt many

In this regard, while similar in some ways – such
as their attempts to prevent leakage into the
black market — it will be important to see how
the differences in Washington and Colorado’s
regulatory regimes impact the operation
of their respective regulated markets.
For
example, allowing home cultivation, as does
Colorado but not Washington (except for
medical marijuana patients), may add an extra
level of difficulty to preventing the growth of
a black market as it may be a problem proving
the source of the drug.201 The viability of the
‘grow your own’ system will also depend to some
extent on the costs of the commercial market:

important lessons via the reformist efforts
that went before, particularly the relatively
recent failure of Proposition 19 in California
in 2010. In this iterative tradition, as the first
states to move successfully to restructure their
cannabis markets, Washington and Colorado
will certainly become exemplars for not only
other US states, but also sovereign countries
that for a set of specific reasons may decide
to emulate Uruguay and seek to adopt a
regulated market approach at a national level.
Practices deployed within the two states, both
in terms of campaigning and policy design,
will be studied closely. Indeed, within the
US, sponsors of the proposed 2014 ballot
initiative in Oregon have already combined
the lessons learned from Washington and
Colorado with those gleaned from the failure
of M-80 to construct a proposal that they hope
will be more palatable to the voters. To be
sure, other states that may be considering
ballot initiatives or legislative bills will be
able to observe regulatory systems in action
and refine their own proposals as policies in
Washington and Colorado undergo the travails
of the transition from the theoretical to the
hard-nosed realm of applied public policy. And
in addition to the welfare of those engaged
with the markets within the two states, it is
the performance of this laboratory function

the cheaper it is to buy, the less people will
grow their own. However, the upside to ‘grow
your own’ is that it reduces the profit-interest
in the trade. Both Colorado and Washington
have also restricted the advertising of cannabis.
As things stand, Washington’s policy seems
to ban all forms of advertising out of store.
Colorado on the other hand limits internet
and mobile phone advertising, but does not
ban advertising outright. This is a significant
area of concern since there is wide ranging
evidence showing the benefits of advertising
restrictions on reducing alcohol and tobacco
use among young people.202 This is clearly
then an area that requires close monitoring.
As more is learnt about the structures to
be implemented within Washington and
Colorado, so concerns regarding the public
health agenda grow.203 As discussed above,
the fiscal costs and benefits of the two state’s
regulatory regimes is another area that should
be monitored.
Although much has been
made of the potential savings of and revenue
generated from legally regulated and taxed
cannabis markets, it should not be forgotten
that they themselves will require enforcement
resources. Although criminal justice costs
might be reduced, other enforcement officials,
such as tax inspectors and licensing officials,
will be needed. Furthermore, until there is a

clear idea how much the cannabis will cost to
produce and what the levels of sales are like,
it is difficult to produce an estimate on the
revenues that will be gained under the new
regulative frameworks.
What is clear, however, is that as with any
area of public policy the frameworks must be
open to processes of evaluation, review and,
where necessary, adjustment. In this respect,
despite the fact that further policy shifts
in the near future are likely to come about
through ballot initiatives (Alaska, Oregon and
California look set to votes on the issue in
either 2014 or 2016), it seems as if legislative
bills are the preferable route to reform.
That said, as the example of Colorado shows,
systems emerging from ballots can include
review mechanisms. While A-64 amended the
state constitution and thus requires a new
amendment to allow a significant reversal of
policy — such as re-criminalisation — it does
include a sunset review clause set for 1st July
2016.204 The intention here is to allow the
policy to be amended or developed once the
impacts of the system have been analysed.
Moreover, it is important to note that beyond
carrying what Eric E. Sterling, President of
the Criminal Justice Policy Foundation, calls
‘powerful political legitimacy’, the utilisation
of direct democracy via ballot initiatives in
some instances may be the only way to break
policy stalemate within state legislatures and
trigger reform.205
Regardless of the fact that the federal
government has announced that it will allow
the development of legally regulated cannabis
markets within US states, it is not yet clear
how this will play out in the coming months.
In all likelihood, tensions will continue to
circulate around the issue as these markets
grow.
However, that eleven states have
considered ‘tax and regulate’ bills, even if
none of them have so far gone beyond the
initial stages, combines with growing public
support for cannabis ‘legalisation’ and ballot
initiative proposals to ratchet up the need for

some workable compromise between federal
and state authority. In the meantime it would
seem that the federal government recognises
that it does not have enough law enforcement
agents to implement federal prohibition, and
that permitting Washington and Colorado
to institute their new cannabis policies will
produce a better outcome than if the states
merely give up on enforcing the federal laws.
Indeed in the 10th September Senate Judiciary
Hearing, Deputy Attorney General Cole himself
acknowledged that such non-enforcement
without state regulation (such as could be
the result if the federal government were to
challenge the regulations) could give rise to a
very unsatisfactory situation for all concerned
— de facto legalisation with no controls at all.206
That said, the Obama administration finds
itself in an unenviable predicament. As well as
having to reconcile inter-related state-federal
and federal-UN legal commitments, it must
consider the domestic political implications of
its stance on the cannabis issue, an issue that
may be important for elections both in 2014
and 2016. On this, there is much to be said for
the view of Ian Millhiser, senior constitutional
policy analyst with the left-leaning Center for
American Progress. He notes that: ‘If I were
Barack Obama, I would look at this and say I
would rather have the young voters with me’.207
In this vein, political considerations within its
own borders look likely to take precedence over
any obligations the US has to the international
drug control conventions. This in turn will very
likely help generate policy space within which
other countries from Latin America and beyond
will be able to develop their own frameworks
for legally regulated cannabis markets. While
many uncertainties remain, one thing is certain,
however. We are currently entering a new era
of cannabis policy. And a key challenge is to
ensure that regulative frameworks replacing
the prohibition-oriented approach are as well
designed as possible and succeed in reducing the
harms associated with illicit cannabis markets,
including those so presciently identified over 40
years ago by the Schafer Commission.
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Appendix 1: Proposed state legislative bills in 2013 (A–M)
States

Hawaii
(HB699)

Taxes
Applicable

Tax shall
not exceed
Excise tax
maximum sales
at 15%
tax placed on
alcohol

Proposed
Cultivation
Laws

12 plants
or less for
personal use.
Commercial
cultivation
allowed with
licence only

Proposed
commercial
zoning

Advertising/
signage
restrictions
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Alabama
(HB550)

N/A

Restrictions
on advertising
and display

5 plants
of less for
personal
use.
Cultivation
for retail
allowed
only with
license

N/A

Restrictions
on
advertising
and
display of
marijuana
products

Maine
(LD1229)

Maryland
(HB1453)

Massachusetts (H1632)

Excise tax at
$50 per ounce

Excise tax at $50
per ounce

Excise tax at $10 per
1% THC per ounce. Tax
stamps on each packet

6 plants
or less for
personal use.
Commercial
cultivation
under license
only.

3 plants or less
allowed for
personal use.
Commercial
cultivation only
with license

Commercial cultivation
with licence only. Can
only sell to processor
who must also have
licence. Importation
allowed as well with
valid licence.

Not within 1000
feet of a school.
Retail premises
cannot also sell
alcohol

Schools, churches etc
within 500 ft of retail/
cultivation/ processing
facility can object to the
licence being given and
it is up to the licensing
authorities to decide
whether to allow the
licence to go ahead.

Not within
500 feet of a
school. No
more than
one licensed
retail store
in locality
of less than
2,000 people;
4 stores for
20,0001 or
more.

Restrictions to
be drawn up on
advertising that
“do not conflict
Restrictions
with the Maryland
on advertising, Constitution
signs and
and the U.S.
display.
Constitution” and
allow signage and
contact details
in telephone
directories etc

No advertising in a
newspaper, magazine,
TV or radio distributed
anywhere in the state,
or to appeal in any
display signs or personal
solicitation, or any
manner of advertising,
any advertisement
or notice to promote
or encourage the
consumption of cannabis.

Appendix 2: Proposed state legislative bills in 2013 (N–Z)

Nevada
(AB402)

New
Hampshire
(HB492)

Oregon
(HB3371)

Taxes
Applicable

Excise tax
of 25% at
wholesale and
retail level
plus 25% sales
tax at point of
retail. General
state and local
sales taxes also
applicable

Excise tax
at 15%.

“Privilege”
tax at $35
per oz

Proposed
Cultivation
Laws

Up to 6
plants for
personal use.
Commercial
cultivation with
a license only.

6 plants
or less for
personal
use.
Cultivation
for retail
allowed
only with
license.

States

Proposed
commercial
zoning

Advertising/
signage
restrictions

N/A

Restrictions on
advertising and
display

N/A

Restrictions
on
advertising
and
display of
marijuana
and
marijuana
products

Pennsylvania
(SB528)

Rhode Island
(HB5274)

Vermont
(HB499)

Excise tax to
be established
by the General
Assembly

Excise tax at
$50 per oz.
Tax stamps not
necessary

Excise tax
at $50 per
ounce

6 plants
or less for
Commercial
personal use.
cultivation
Commercial
allowed only
cultivation
with license
allowed with a
licence only

6 plants
or less for
personal use.
Cultivation for
sale allowed
only under
license

3 plants
or less for
personal
cultivation.
Commercial
cultivation
allowed
only under
license

Not within
1000 feet of
a school

Not within
1000 feet of a
school or place
or worship.
Retail premises
cannot also sell
alcohol

N/A

No product
placement in
media filmed
in Rhode Island.
Advertising
restrictions
to be in
compliance
with US &
Rhode Island
constitutions
and at least
as restrictive
as limitations
on tobacco
products

N/A

N/A

Oregon
Liquor
Control
Commission
to “regulate
or prohibit
Restrictions
advertising
on advertising
by
and display
marijuana
producers,
marijuana
retailers or
marijuana
wholesalers”
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Appendix 3: November 2012 ballot initiatives

States

Colorado A-64
(already passed)

Washington I-502
(already passed)

Taxes Applicable

Excise tax at 15%
plus 15% sales tax
on top of normal
state and local
taxes

Excise taxes at 25% at
production, processing
and retail levels. Plus
general state and local
sales taxes

N/A

Personal cultivation
of 6 plants or
less allowed.
Commercial
cultivation allowed
with licence only.

Commercial cultivation
allowed with licence
only.

N/A

N/A

Not within a 1000 feet
of a school, playground,
recreation centre or
facility, child care
centre, public park,
public transit centre,
library or any game
arcade admission to
which is not restricted
to persons aged twentyone years or older

N/A

State Liquor Board to
develop restrictions on
advertising including
minimising the exposure
to under-21s, no
advertising near schools,
public buildings and
public transport.

N/A

Proposed Cultivation
Laws

Proposed commercial
zoning

Advertising/signage
restrictions
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Restrictions on
advertising and
display of products

Oregon M-80 (failed)
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